THIS ESSAY EXPLORES three broad issues involved in viewing Latin
hegemony of 19th-century European social theory, but to recent imperial cultural and political manipulation by the liberal and Marxist superpowers. In the period since World War H, the United States projected "modernization" theory onto Latin America, the Soviet Union an ossified Marxism. Both sought to finance the Latin American labour movement, and study of it, in ways consistent with their politically-opposed, but conceptually-similar (in the dichotomous sense that interests us here) analytical frameworks.
For at least two reasons, however, the persistence of such views well into the 1980s is surprising. For one thing, from the 1950s through the 1970s, organized labour played a major role in the crisis that reversed the democratic, social welfare, and domestic industrialization policies pursued by the major nations of the region before and during World War II. For another, in virtually all respects except those concerning labour, the standard conceptual framework for viewing Latin American history underwent fundamental transformation in die postwar period. Classical Eurocentric liberal and Marxist approaches were rejected in favour of an autochthonous, regionally-inspired approach called "dependency analysis." Initially associated with the Latin American economists of the United Nations regional development agency (whose work focused, ironically for us, on the developmental implications of the region's primary export economies), "dependency analysis" spawned masterworks in literature, history, and sociology that by the 1970s had transformed understanding of Latin American historical development AD this work rejected the normative and conceptual underpinnings of European paradigms for analysis of the region, particularly the idea that Latin American capitalism had developed and would develop along lines similar to its historical course in the core.
None of this work, however, attempted fundamental reconceptualization and revision of the region's labour history. The reasons for this curious omission merit much closer analysis than I am able to provide here. Suffice it to say mat, while the social and political targets of Latin American revisionism included the machinations of imperial, industrial capitalist powers and the developmental and democratic failings of domestic elites (landowners, the middle class, the bourgeoisie), labour as a class was assumed to be either impotent or benign. The former were powerful "enemies" of the nation's just development, the latter its ineffectual "friends." Consequently, the analysis of labour, and of the theories and concepts that explained it, received little attention. Even the first systematic attempt to reinterpret the region's labour history in terms of the "dependency" paradigm, Hobart Spalding's Organized Labor in Latin America? focused primarily on the strength and cohesiveness of elites, and on the role of international capital and labour organizations, to explain the trajectory and limited influence of labour. Only in the 1980s, as the downturn in the long wave of postwar capitalist expansion generated ever-greater economic, social, and institutional crisis in the capitalist world economy (and in die socialist bloc involved with it), have labour studies in Latin America and elsewhere witnessed a renaissance. This new work is notable for its volume (as early as 1979 Thomas Skidmore could speak of a boomlet; today we could eliminate the diminutive), for its revision of conventional paradigms of die kind described in this essay, for its growing recognition of the centrality of labour in the modem history of die region (a tendency revealed in titles like that of die massive 17-volume collection published in Mexico, La close obrera en la historia de Mexico [emphasis mine], and for a growing infatuation with die "new" social and cultural history in vogue in North Adantic labour studies. I stress all this because it helps to explain why in Thompson's great book there is, in Perry Anderson's words, "a disconcerting lack of objective coordinates as the narrative of class formation unfolds, why studies by many Thompson admirers have been criticized for ignoring issues of political power, and why Herbert Gutman's defenders have gone to great pains to demonstrate that this charge does not apply to him.
8 Whatever position one takes in these debates, and however one evaluates the new social history.it should be obvious that the particular problematic to which this history responded is only partially present in the Latin American context There, a dependent capitalism has not worked very well, important sectors of the labour movement remain outside the hegemony of capital, liberal political forms remain problematical, and the attraction, if not the appeal, of the Soviet experience (at least for some, especially in terms of its record of economic and social development) remains in force. Moreover, the intellectual Left, including academic historians, enjoys close ties to either the political establishment or the labour movement itself. And it is in this last consideration that the biggest drawback to uncritical appropriation of the new social history may lie. For the form and style of Thompson's work-its assumption of a thorough knowledge of English history, its length and incredible detail, its ingenious cultural analysis, and its exclusive focus on the early period of labour-movement formation -reveal how fully it is addressed to a specialized academic audience, and how far it is from speaking to contemporary labour activists. In this sense, the form and style of the book also seem to reflect contemporary political and social realities (the professionalization of the academy, the disjunction between intellectuals and politics) of the country in which it was produced. Similar critical scrutiny should be applied to the methods of the new labour and social history, which manifestly are more appropriate to the capital resources and developed historiographies of advanced industrial societies than to those of the underdeveloped world. The latest phase in the development of a professional *See, in thiicw*e«, Ira Berim'iinlrodu<»on to Herbert Gutman^^ discipline now more than a century old, the new social history not only builds on an extraordinary edifice of political, economic, and "old" social and cultural history, it depends as well on an accumulated institutional structure that ranges from die material (phenomenal physical faculties and financial support) to the cultural (traditions of working-class literacy, dispositions toward die preservation of private papers and public documents). For all these reasons, those who advocate wholesale adoption of the new social history in underdeveloped fields might well reflect on the appropriateness and feasibility of this endeavour. Thompsonians, in particular, might well ponder how to implement his concept of class 9 when so little is known about the class antagonists of working class -little, that is, about the elite-centred economic, social, political, cultural, diplomatic, and institutional history of the underdeveloped society they study.
Finally, the appeal of the new social history to Latin American labour historians involves questions beyond those which concern its independent intellectual merits and its appropriateness to work in underdeveloped societies and historical fields. It involves, too, the way prestige, positions, and research support are distributed in a global profession dominated by the current interests and concerns of the legions of First World scholars who dominate it The asymmetry of power that results within the historical profession may be as extreme (and destructive) as that between the developed and underdeveloped economies and polities which account for it.
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The Comparative Advantage of Latin American Labour History
IN THE DEVELOPED WORLD, as noted above, the most frequent criticism of die new labour and social history is that it tends not to address issues of power-a charge, we have also seen, that often is denied hotly by its practitioners. A further criticism, focused on the issues of appropriateness and application of the new social history to underdeveloped societies and historical fields, has been outlined above. In a sense, both of these criticisms, valuable as they may be, are essentially defensive. It can be argued plausibly, however, in a more positive vein, that the basic problem with the new social history is both more general, and more universally important to die practice of die discipline of history, than either of these two criticisms imply. This problem, like many of die most salient issues in die industrialized world today, is largely a consequence of development itself. Stated baldly, die sheer volume of historical production in die developed world, and the degree of specialization it fosters among historians, threaten to undermine the great and characteristic strength of history as a discipline and to violate its internal logic. That strength is the commitment to study die dialectical interconnectedness of social change through time, a commitment much less widely shared by the social sciences, as their names clearly signal True to this commitment, historians are trained as specialists in a place and time, and not (as are social scientists) in social theory that is assumed and tested as universal. The same commitment helps explain the historian's propensity toward narrative forms of exposition, as against the more obviously analytical discourse of the social sciences: if, for the historian, everything ultimately affects and is affected by everything else, social change must be captured a step at a time, backing and filling as one goes. And finally, for the same reason (and again, unlike social scientists), historians address their work to the literate layperson, secure in the democratic faith that such people contribute to the making of history just as history in turn makes them.
Historians in developed fields and societies, overwhelmed by the magnitude of the task of mastering the secondary literature on large chunks of time and space, and propelled into increasingly-confined areas of geographical, chronological, and thematic specialization by other canons of the discipline (such as the requisite research in primary sources as the sine qua non of professional validation), appear to have become increasingly "ghettoized." They seem unable or unwilling to address big questions, especially those concerning important national and international dimensions of the restricted places and times they study. I believe that unless First World historians move rapidly to recapture their disciplinary credentials and rediscover their commitment to relate all the parts to the whole, the breach will increasingly be filled by historically-minded social scientists, and Charles Tilly's tongue-in-cheek joke characterizing historians as empirical "moles" and social scientists as high-flying comparative historical "hawks" will inevitably come closer to reality. This dreary division of labour is already manifest in the Katznelson volume cited above. Its two senior social-scientist editors make the analytical comparisons while junior historians provide the empirical historical case-studies. Such an outcome may satisfy social scientists, but, for reasons I have developed elsewhere, it usually does not make for good history.
This general problem is dramatically illustrated in the field of United States
That AU this, it should be clear, is not an argument against specialized historical research. It is an argument about placing such research in context, an argument about a comparative disciplinary advantage that is rarely acknowledged and that favours historians working in the underdeveloped world over their colleagues working in the developed world. Because historians working in underdeveloped fields must read, per force, not only die relatively modest production of historical work in their specialty, but humanistic and social science contributions to their field as well, they are able to maintain a much clearer idea of the interconnected whole that is their subject And to the extent they do so, they are truer to the strengths of their discipline, "better" historians. This is why the best labour history in the Latin American field, even that most self-consciously attuned to the virtues of the "new" social history, such as Peter Winn's book on Chile or Daniel James' on Argentina, could never be accused of neglecting questions of power or of ignoring the more general subjects of national economic and political change.
For the same reasons, historians of underdeveloped societies are also better placed than their colleagues in developed fields to contemplate comparative studies. This is of vital disciplinary import because comparison is the research strategy best able to rescue the historian from the pitfalls of a logic that emphasizes die interconnectedness of social change. For the historian faced with die acute disciplinary problem of disentangling the "seamless web," of deciding which elements of historical causation among die many in the whole are decisive, comparison provides a way to separate and weigh historical variables without abandoning (as do social scientists) a commitment to die whole. Historians in developed fields find it difficult to master even die historical literature on their specialties, much less die relevant literature on a whole society. Small wonder that they often are among die most parochial of historians, and that for all dieir calls for comparative work, few are die efforts that actually come to fruition. Here too, as die Katznelson volume illustrates, historians in die developed world seem to be abandoning die field of comparative history to social scientists.
It is true that die structure of dependency also inhibits such comparative work in die underdeveloped world; in terms of access to financial support and to secondary material such work is ironically most easily accomplished from a base in die metropolitan countries. Yet it must be remembered that holistic historical analysis, built on die comparative method, was die hallmark of "dependency analysis," the body of thought that constitutes Latin America's most important contribution to world social thought to date. As that work shows, comparison is a highly efficient, resource-saving mode of historical analysis. For all these reasons, students of Latin American labour history, like historians in underdeveloped fields in general, would do well to press their comparative advantage in comparative studies.
Building on the successful challenge posed by "dependency analysis" to the distorting effects of Eurocentric thought, recognizing the insidious nature of the cultural dependency fostered by uncritical application of traditional liberal and Marxist paradigms and of the methods of contemporary social history, and challenging the credentials of historians in the developed world unable to recognize the subversive disciplinary tendencies of their own allegedly sophisticated methods and unequal development, Latin American labour historians will have a clearer idea of the tasks ahead, and of the contributions they can make to historical studies generally. 
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